
ESCAPE THE ARROW OF TIME
AND LIMITATIONS OF WORDS
WITH CIRCULAR SENSORY+I.Q. 

BOMBARDMENT

THINK OF THIS AS 
A “MENTAL PERPETUAL-ENERGY MACHINE”



THE PRIMARY CONCEPTS 
FOR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL 
OF C.I.T. BREAKTHROUGHS

CIRCULAR LANGUAGE OUT-OF-SEQUENCE ENCIRCLING KNOWLEDGE

THE GRASP POWER OF “THE C.I.T. HAND” INGORING THE ARROW OF TIME



Is our Universe ”Conscious” of Humanity?”

This image of the cosmos –
The Eye of God

- illustrates ways that it is aware.



We are finally in a moment – engineering an event – that will prove
if the elegance of our cosmos is coincidental or destined.



It all begins with accepting that the
fundamental essence of our Universe

is
WILL.

And the “Field” of Will
is to reach any form of “highest potential.”

This exists in every particle and idea in our reality.



Yet, people, businesses, and the systems
created by governments need proof and tools

for this ”now” … 
not years from now.

We actually are ready for this abstract way
of stimulus overload, just like we were ready

for the Internet but didn’t know it at the start.
C.I.T. delivers this thrilling advantage,

if you engage in the all the books at once.





Our brains and hands
were designed to expand 
the powers of our Minds,

so that one day 
we would recognize the 

“Ultimate Language”
that evolves Will …

to traverse the following stages of
Information, Intelligence, and ultimately –

Elegance.



The Universe is not hoping for us to 
“realize” the moment to make this quantum leap is now …

The Universe is expecting us to 
“Engineer” and “Symbolize” this quantum leap is now.



This bigger picture – this more elegant design –
emerges when preconceptions that

prevent “pattern recognition” are minimized,
which requires re-imagining language and our bodies.

This is the ultimate goal of designing the books and media -
to function like Nature or our Cosmos functions…

and of proving the potential of Blockchain …
that it can achieve this through correlating other Sciences:
Biology, Physics, Mathematics, Humanities, Neuroscience.



DECIPHERING CLUES OF ENERGY
AND MESSAGES ON ELEGANCE

RESULTS IN EMERGENT-MIND BREAKTHROUGHS
ON AN INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

IMPACT

“SUBLIME VISION”

IMPACT

”HOLDING YOUR HIGHER POTENTIAL”



FIRST WE NEED A PLAYFUL GAME 
TO UNDERSTAND THE RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN
THE ARROW OF TIME,

C.I.T.’s “THE MENTAL HAND,”
AND HOW THE BRAIN INCREASES NEURAL NETWORKS.



WHY IS THIS SO IMPORTANT, COOL, AND --

?

1.  Because even the smallest increase in brain function
results in massive gains in “Intelligence” and creativity.

2. Because now we know that the dexterity of the human
hand forced increased development of the brain.

3. Because of the way linear language and our concept of Time limit
human ability to interpret the Truths and messages of ourselves and our Universe.







To phrase it in a simpler, more human way …
the Arrow of Time

and linear language
both make us feel more comfortable

with what we cannot fathom or communicate.

They are two of our
“Human Agreements” 

we haven’t modified learning enough to “deconstruct.”



THE ARROW OF TIME POINTS TO THE RIGHT, WHICH SIGNIFIES THE FUTURE AS A DISTANT POINT.
MOST LANGUAGE AND CODE MOVES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, MIMICKING THE ARROW OF TIME.
LIMITING LANGUAGE THIS WAY LIMITS THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MIND TO LINEAR EXPANSION.

LIMITING PERSPECTIVE THIS WAY PREVENTS THE MIND FROM RECOGNIZING UNIVERSAL TRUTHS.
PREVENTING THE MIND FROM USING THREE-DIMENSIONAL TIMELESS CORRELATION LIMITS BRAIN STORAGE.
LIMITING BRAIN STORAGE PREVENTS QUADRANTS OF THE BRAIN FROM AGGREGATING HIGHER PROBABILITY.

BY PRESENTING CHAPTERS OF BOOKS OUT OF ORDER, WE FORCE “PLASTICITY OF THE MIND” TO IGNORE CLASSIC TIMELINES.
ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE, PRESENTED WITH FIRST-STEP KNOWLEDGE, FORCES ABSTRACT CORRELATION.

ENCIRCLING THE USER WITH COUNTLESS ENGAGING, EXPANDING, ENTANGLED VISIONS AWAKENS NEW BRAIN STORAGE.
PRESENTING IMMEDIATE ENGAGMENT TOOLS AND REWARDS PROVES THE VALUE OF ESCAPING ARROWS OF WORD/TIME.

ANCHORING THIS ALL IN A PHILOSOPHY ON “MEANING” DELIVERS ANSWERS AND VISION OF MORE ELEGANT VALUE.
MORE VALUE AND MEANING IN AN EMERGENT-MIND UNIVERSE TRIGGERS MORE ELEGANT MESSAGES DECLARING –

“WE ARE READY FOR ELEGANT LANGUAGE.”

BEGINNING
(PAST)

MIDDLE
(NOW)

END
(FUTURE)

Consciously encoding these 3 at once
develops higher Mind function
and brain quadrant activation.



GENETICS

CREATING THE BOOKS TO FUNCTION LIKE A HAND
REQUIRES MORE THAN THE USUAL LINEAR TECHNIQUE OF LEARNING.

BY IMAGINING OUR BRAIN AS A SERIES OF INTERCONNECTED LOOPS OF LEARNING,
WE CONNECT ABSTRACT IDEAS, AND FORM THEM INTO HIGHER INTELLIGENCE.

STEP ONE:  DIVIDE HOW WE RELATE TO NEW OR ABSTRACT INFORMATION 
INTO EITHER THE FIRST-ROW CATEGORY OF NATURE …

EPIGENETICS QUALIA SURVIVAL
INSTINCTS

OUR
SIX

SENSES

OR NURTURE (AMALGAMATED THROUGH OUR SENSES)

HUMAN +
NATURE’S

ARTS

LOVE

OBSERVING
NATURE

OBSERVING
THE

COSMOS
FAMILY CULTURE

PERSPECTIVE
SOURCES

VS.
FUNCTION

JUXTAPOSITION
PATTERN

RECOGNITIONBELIEFS

STEP TWO:  THEN RECOGNIZE THROUGH WHAT FILTER WE TURN THIS INTO INTELLIGENCE

EDUCATION



Most people learned of the concept 
that a circular language --

-- could free our Minds from The Arrow of Time 
in the film “Arrival.”



Here is how Mathematics saw it …                                 Here is how humans with Will saw it.



What is the essential element of our reality?

.

Will



Our Minds are designed to recognize far more elegant
Truths and messages than the reality that science can explain.

Engaging our body – our “Mental Hands” – in the learning process
expands Intelligence to interpret reality through multiple senses. 



So … what “great things” …
what “great Truths” …

related to Blockchain Intersections
will we recognize when we free our

Minds from linear Time and language –
yet still get to base the new reality on

proven science, empirical truths, and Laws?



BITCOIN IS A SCALAR, NOT A VECTOR
Proving Physics Essential To Cryptocurrencies

Correlating Bitcoin Bulls and Exchanges to Vectors

A Vector has both Magnitude and Direction.  
And Bitcoin Bulls scream relentlessly “Bitcoin is a Vector” – its Direction is always UP.  

Bitcoin surely has Magnitude due to its dominance and price.   But it will never have 
a durable Direction.  For this reason Bitcoin is at best a Scalar.

If they were honest, all that Bitcoin Whales and Traders actually want is “Momentum.”  
Momentum is Mass and Velocity.

Momentum distracts from the fact Bitcoin is not a Vector.
Traders want high volume and liquidity, which means high Momentum.

Change in Momentum is called ”Impulse.”   (A very appropriate science term for Bitcoin Bulls, eh?)
Impulse swaps out  Direction in Bitcoin’s case - evident in its use, trade, mining, derivatives, and storing.

Impulse results in ”Collision” which can be ”Elastic” (retaining all Momentum) or ”Inelastic” (lost “Momentum.”)

Impulse (wash trading, manipulation, Hype, hacks) results in high “Collision” with Inelastic results:   
destroyed value in assets, reputation, brain power, manpower, political balances. All these deliver is 
Brand destruction, toxic innovation, strangling regulations, black market use, and money laundering.  

Inelastic Collision of a Scalar Bitcoin proves it will never be a ”Store of Value.”



In that one case
we proved the higher elegance achieved
when using multiple sciences like a hand

to grasp innovations and use them like a tool.

It requires a circular looping of
scientific proofs,

Tacit and Taciturn messaging, 
and overwhelming our senses 

by adding bodily learning and awareness.



If Bitcoin is a Scalar and not a vector …
and if it only transfers a store of value 

in a “laminar-flow” model that must co-exist in a 
“turbulent-flow” financial world …

does this mean Bitcoin is “bad” or “not valuable?”
No!

It just means that now that we understand 
what this means to society, investment, and currency flow,

we can unleash the potential of Bitcoin to do “good.”

Once we perceive the higher potential for good
it builds things that have meaning for 

citizens within a national culture – giving it spirit and scale. 



For the first time in technological history,
we are aware we’re creating an “Organism-Environment.” 



If the time is NOW … how do we make this

FUN?

Because “engaging” ways of learning,
and learning that creates its own “spirit”

are how new skills “scale” 
and become mainstream in society.



GAMES

ENTERTAINMENT

APPS

5G INTERSECTIONS

TOOLS FOR PROSPERITY



The fact that it is impossible to convey
in this Power Point Presentation
(or in any linear learning basis)
the incredible ease with which

we can augment and evolve
our learning process by

“Breaking the Arrow of Word-Time”
proves to be actually a net-positive.

It’s simply a thrill to partake,
giving the entire process “spirit.”



We can do this!   


